Basic income the other way: **UBI-Vault**

Can you imagine that money from several sources is spread out to everybody on earth?

UBI-Vault does exactly this, automatically distributing money from the abundance of our earth to every citizen.

You might wonder: What money sources? But would you exclude yourself and others as a donor?

Of the world population, 9.1% lives in poverty. If 10% of the people, living in abundance, commits €70 a month to the UBI-Vault, poverty on earth is history!

There are three main money sources to allow for a worldwide basic income:

Governments, people with money, and companies without an owner (**AI DAO’s**)

Governments can transfer (part of) their foreign aid budget to the UBI-Vault, in this way the money arrives automatically at the citizens in need.

Philanthropists can spend to the UBI-Vault for a better world.

Decentralized Autonomous Organization, DAOs as a new phenomenon may need a bit more explanation:

In the past, land belonged to the community. UBI-sponsors can buy a company; it then belongs to the community and can send its revenue automatically to the UBI-Vault for a basic income.
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